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Figure 1: Our approach enables reconfiguration of physical interfaces in the form of input motions, adapting to changing needs,
changing the resolution of the interface, and feedback intensity through shape change and displacement of embedded magnets.

ABSTRACT
Reconfigurable physical interfaces empower users to swiftly adapt
to tailored design requirements/ preferences. Shape-changing in-
terfaces enable such reconfigurability, avoiding the cost of refabri-
cation or part replacements. Nonetheless, reconfigurable interfaces
are often bulky, expensive, or inaccessible. We propose a reversible
shape-changing mechanism that enables reconfigurable 3D printed
structures via translations and rotations of parts. We investigate
fabrication techniques that enable reconfiguration using magnets
and the thermoplasticity of heated polymer. Proposed interfaces
achieve tunable haptic feedback and adjustment of different user
affordances by reconfiguring input motions. The design space is
demonstrated through applications in rehabilitation, embodied com-
munication, accessibility, safety, and gaming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the rapidly evolving technological landscape, the demand for
adaptable and personalized physical interfaces has grown substan-
tially. While many modern digitization of input and output has
displaced physical interfaces, they provide embodied interaction
for non-visual information, multi-modal feedback for interactions
in virtual reality (VR), and also partly contribute to the field of
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accessibility by simulating different human capabilities from what
has been impaired. Yet, traditional interfaces often require costly
refabrication or part replacements to accommodate changing user
preferences, and requirements [8, 25, 26], posing significant chal-
lenges in terms of cost, time, and sustainability as also noticed in
prior works [36, 37]. Shape-changing interfaces offer an innovative
solution to this problem by enabling mechanical reconfigurability
without the need for extensive manufacturing processes. These in-
clude a variety of physical reconfigurable devices, like input knobs
[9], linear interfaces with rich I/O capabilites[19, 20], and pin-arrays
[5]. Despite their potential, however, creating these interfaces re-
mains challenging due to bulkiness, cost, and accessibility.

In response, previous works explored fabrication techniques that
leverage the intrinsic material properties of heated 3D printed ther-
moplastic (e.g., PLA: PolyLactic Acid) [1, 29, 31, 32]—expansions
and contractions due to external heat trigger [11], many equipped
into novel actuators [6, 10, 11]. Despite these advantages, shape-
changing transformation inaccuracies introduced by printing strongly
affect the usability and practical applicability. Our research explores
a new fabrication technique that leverages magnets and a shape-
memory thermoplastic to create a reversible shape-changing mech-
anism for reconfigurable interfaces. We use geometric control to
constrain and guide the movements of heated thermoplastic along
specified directions or rotations when force is applied, resulting in
precise re-alignments of the 3D structure. As the embedded mag-
nets move with the changed shape, the adjusted structure affects the
magnetic field they exert. Utilizing these capabilities, our interfaces
can be used to deliver precise haptic feedback or can afford a variety
of input motions. We delve into the behavior of these structures
when exposed to heat in conjunction with the embedded magnets,
introducing a comprehensive design space and applications that
illustrate its practical usage in rehabilitation, communication, ac-
cessibility, safety, and gaming. In sum, we contribute:

• The design of a geometrical module as a reconfigurability build-
ing block, with control parameters for a programmable displace-
ment of embedded magnets.

• A principle for interaction reconfiguration described by the re-
lationship of shape change and magnets that are displaced, and
fabrication supports for reconfiguration.

• Exemplary applications of reconfigurable interfaces demonstrat-
ing mechanisms in various design contexts.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Multi-Use Physical Interfaces
Adjusting and customizing the interaction to suit individual pref-
erences and needs are the major benefits of reconfigurability in
physical interfaces. KnobSlider [9] introduces an interactive phys-
ical interface that mechanically changes its shape from rotary to
linear slider to adapt to various software applications. Button+ [27]
is a context-aware interface that appears and disappears based on
the user’s situation to interact. Using a series of actuators to im-
bibe tunability into the interface, inForm [5] introduces a pin-array
display that changes its shape, providing various interaction affor-
dances to the user with a single display. Similarly, LineForm [20]
uses several actuators in series to demonstrate how a chained linear

interface can shape-change and adapt to interactions such as defor-
mation, touch, and pinch. These works show how reconfigurability
is vital to enrich user interaction in physical and virtual environ-
ments. However, these systems are often bulky due to embedded
actuators, and not accessible to lay users as they come with specific
form-factor that do not fit bespoke interactive tangible interfaces.

We build upon the research in reconfiguring and customizing
3D printed tangible objects. For instance, Reconfig[35] combines
compliant mechanism and tensioning cables to develop a multi-
modal kinematic mechanism capable of dynamically altering de-
grees of freedom. Enhancing and customizing existing physical
objects, Reprise [3] creates 3D printed structures that allow users
to modify everyday objects for a specific actions, such as adapting
a wire cutter for single-finger operation. Davidoff et al. [4] and Li
et al. [13] use 3D printed add-on mechanisms to actuate static ob-
jects such as adjusting the angle of a desk lamp [13], turning a car’s
climate control dial [4], or remotely silencing an alarm clock [24],
showing the significance of customizing and reconfiguring tangible
interfaces. However, a persistent challenge is the (re)fabrication
of these mechanisms, which require external electro-mechanical
actuators, microprocessors, and software coding.

2.2 Adaptive 3D printed Objects using
Shape-changing

Researchers have approached 3D printing shape-changing inter-
faces to achieve complex linear 3D structures from sticks printed flat
[31], transforming them by shifting directions of stimulus [28], and
more. Combining shape-changeable objects with other materials
such as TPU [1], carbon-composite PLA [18], and copper-sheet [23]
activate transformation to obtain desired behaviors. For instance,
chemically dissimilar bilayer structures release residual stress to
bend a sample (e.g., [1]). ShrinkCells [18] and Exoform [23] use con-
ductive materials either 3D printed or attached later on to control
the activation time and to reconfigure the original shape per con-
text, such as nailing the hook in and taking it out [18]. Although
combining various materials in 3D printing allows for versatile ac-
tivation of deformation, the generated shape changes are primarily
limited to alterations in form factor [1, 18, 31]. Unfortunately, the
force exerted by these shape shifts is insufficient to offer reconfig-
urability. To broaden the application of shape-changing objects in
delivering haptic feedback and reshaping interaction affordances,
we incorporate neodymium magnets within the 3D printed thermo-
plastic structures. This enhances the force feedback substantially,
going beyond the limited residual force inherent in PLA filaments.

2.3 Magnets in Tangible Interfaces
Permanent magnets (e.g., neodymiummagnets) often provide kines-
thetic haptic feedback through pulling/pushing forces arranged
by polarity, position, and intensity. Several works introduced em-
bedding magnets to interact with tabletop or portable displays
[2, 14, 15, 33]. Madget [33] shows embedded passive magnets en-
abling physical interface to move, vibrate and power touch displays.
With magnet-induced forces, users can create interactive drawings
[14] with tangible blocks and identify different objects [15] with
variable magnetic force. These interactions, however, are limited to
2D screens and require multiple physical interfaces with different
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Figure 2: The structure of the shape-change geometry (a) is extracted from an elbow-joint building block. Geometric parameters
program displacement of the magnet cell through shape change. Activation forces (b) are applied at the edge cells to bring
them closer, or pull them apart in the same plane. We explore three topologies of the primitive (c).

topologies to attain more than one interaction (e.g., rotating and
pushing), or changing the slider intervals for discreteness.

Beyond 2D interface, MagnetIO [16] introduced a soft stretch-
able magnetic patch that can be attached to a body and everyday
objects on various surfaces, enabling them to provide vibrotactile
feedback when touched with a wearable device.Mechamagnets [36]
introduced a tangible interface that facilitates permanent magnets
with various topologies to provide kinesthetic feedback in vari-
ous forms, such as linear, planar, polar, radial, and angular motions.
Magneto haptics [21],Magnetips [17], and Omni [12] have leveraged
magnetism to enable both tracking and haptic feedback through
embedding permanent magnets in tangible interfaces. Our work
also provides kinesthetic feedback with permanent magnets in var-
ious orientations, positions, and intensities but most importantly,
within a single 3D printed shape-changing interface that does not
require external electromagnet to provide haptic feedback, yet still
can afford different interaction styles from rotation to linear on the
one hand, catering different extents of forces.

3 PRINCIPLES AND DESIGN OF
RECONFIGURABILITY PRIMITIVE

Thermoplastic Behavior. Thermoplastics become flexible when
heated and respond to external activation and deactivation forces
for shape change. Among them, polymers such as PLA present
shape memory properties, such that once deformed under heat,
they revert to the original state just by re-applying the heat as an
activation trigger. Such shape change only requires activation force
while retention of the changed shape and reversion to the original
shape happen through thermoplastic and shape memory properties.
However, this shape change is unpredictable in its repeatability as
it is human-dependent on how external forces are applied. Prior
work [7, 22] has shown how geometric control can be leveraged
for predictable and repeated shape change even when the shape
changing forces are applied by humans. These works inspire use to
control the geometry of our structures and constrain the areas of
force application to ensure predictable repeatability.
Planning Predictable Deformations through Geometry Con-
trol. As introduced in prior work, square cells can shear, bend, and
twist when aligned based on the angles of the opposing flexible
hinges determining the in-plane or out-of-plane shape change [22].
The same principle applies to heat-based shape change by designing
the geometry of a modular primitive. Intuitively, the malleability
achieved after heating PLA is affected by the printed thickness and
length. Longer and thinner parts heat up faster and bend easily due

to the overall surface area heated directly, whereas, thicker parts
take longer to heat throughout. Furthermore, the closer the length
gets to the thickness, these parts become more difficult to bend.
Using this logic, we devise the shape-change geometry with specific
cells for force application, magnet housing, and hinge behavior.

3.1 Primitive Design
In/out-of-planeDisplacement toReconfigureMagnetic Fields.
In this work, we are specifically interested in the in-plane and out-
of-plane displacement of magnets embedded in the printed geom-
etry which is a result of the applied shape change. The geometry
is designed in such a way that the displacement of the sections
experiencing propagated force can be controlled through paramet-
ric constraints and these sections can hence house the embedded
magnet. The shape change geometry is extracted from an elbow
joint which leverages the displacement of “edge cells” to cause dis-
placement in the “magnet cell” through the control of “joint angle”,
and “joint length” as highlighted in Figure 2(a).
• Joints: We design joints to be the thinnest and longest parts of
the geometry so that they easily change shape on application of
heat and activation forces. These joints, hence, act as hinges for
the rest of the structure.

• Edge Cells: These are the parts where manual activation force
is applied. The force is applied along an arc connecting the cells.
We design the edge cells to have a thickness to length ratio closer
to 1, i.e. on application of heat and force, they will heat up but
will not easily bend, propagating the force to the adjoining joints.

• Magnet Cell: It is the part that is displaced in or out of its plane
when activation force is applied to the edge cells in particular
directions. It is designed as a cuboid with a hole where amagnet is
inserted, and does not change its shape (thickness to length ratio
close to 1). It moves in the 3D space by having forces propagated
from edge cells through adjoining joints displacing the magnet
cell and changing the resultant magnetic field of the embedded
magnet with respect to its original position.

TriggeringReconfiguration.Wefirst heat the geometry using hot
water, to apply heat uniformly as approached in many prior works.
Note that in an end-user scenario, a more sophisticated embedded
heating mechanism may be considered, including nichrome wires
and/or conductive filaments for selective and sequential heating
as needed. Once heated, pushing or pulling force is applied to the
edge cells of the primitive geometry in a single arc connecting
the two edge cells (Figure 2(b), Figure 3). This manual force is
propagated through the joints to the magnet cell, and depending on
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the joint angle and length, displacement of the magnet cell from its
original position can be predicted. We explore three topologies of
the primitive i.e. the primitive, square, and the spiral (Figure 2(c)).

Figure 3: Process of triggering reconfiguration in hot water

Figure 4: Vertical, Horizontal, and Angular displacement
modules before/after shape changewith their simulatedmod-
els and the abstraction of the effect on embedded magnets.

3.2 Displacement Modules and Control
Parameters

Considering a fixed magnet directly below the magnet cell, displac-
ing the magnet cell would change the attraction forces between the
two magnets. If the magnet cell displaces beyond a certain distance
or angle, the attraction forces will not affect the fixed magnet and
the magnet cell, similar to “deactivating” the magnet cell. We can
hence use the displacement modules (Figure 4) to affect the two
magnets’ magnetic field through predetermined shape change.
• Vertical Displacement Module: Vertical displacement (𝑣𝑑 ) of
the magnet cell is its displacement along the Z axis. Empirically,
we found that the magnet cell is displaced vertically along the Z
axis when both the adjoining joint angles are equal (𝜃1 = 𝜃2).

• Horizontal Displacement Module: Horizontal displacement
(ℎ𝑑 ) of the magnet cell is seen when the joints are printed at
0°. This displacement is in the same plane as the magnet cell’s
previous position (X-Y plane). The direction of applied force to
the edge cells determines the direction of the displacement.

• Angular Displacement Module: Angular displacement (𝑎𝑑 )
of the magnet cell is the twisting of the magnet’s orientation
with respect to the X-Y plane. When the joint angles are opposite
(𝜃1 = 180°−𝜃2), the magnet cell twists in an angular displacement.

3.3 Fabricating Reconfiguration Supports for
End User Actions

We have explored a few of the possible topologies as can be seen
from Figure 2 (c). While each topology provides reconfigurability,
from the end-user perspective, the input to cause shape change can
become difficult when multiple edge cells are involved. A designer
may want to hide the inner mechanism from the end user, but it
would be imperative to provide access to reconfigure themechanism
in a quick and easy fashion. We explored additional supports for
the mechanisms to shape change more than one magnet cell at once
depending on the topology without knowing the inner working.
Push/Pull Edge Cells. For a simple primitve topology or even
a square topology (Figure 2 (c)), an end user may have access to
the edge cells to push them apart or closer together. However,
considerations need to be made when exposing multiple edge cells
to the end user for displacing multiple magnet cells.

Figure 5: A square topology can utilize a center pole with
thin connectors from the edge cells to the pole, and stoppers
at the base (a,b,c). Rotating the center pole pushes the two
edge cells together causing magnet cell displacement (d)

Figure 6: A spiral topology can utilize a center pole and stop-
pers, or even have its edge cells fixed (a,b). Rotation the pole
results in magnets cells moving closer to the pole (c), and
pulling up the pole (d,e) results in a dome shape (f)

Rotate Pole to Reshape. To make it easier to change shape with
one swift motion correctly, we can add a central pole that connects
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Figure 7: The design space describes the different options available to design reconfigurable interfaces as building blocks.

the edge cells, such that, rotating the pole would cause the edge
cells to move closer to each other. This makes sure that the center
of shape change is preserved and no unnecessary displacement of
the magnet cell is caused by human error (Figures 5 and 6). The
addition of the central pole also enables simultaneous displacement
of multiple magnet cells. For the square topology (Figure 2 (c)),
we connect the edge cells to the center pole with thin printed
connectors. We add stoppers at the base of the edge cells to prevent
them from rotating. Hence, on rotation of the center pole, as rotation
of edge cells is blocked, they move closer to the pole with the thin
connectors twisting around the pole (Figure 5).

For the spiral topology (Figure 7), the central pole sits at the
center. Here, there are two possible configurations. First, the cen-
tral pole connects the edge cells similar to Figure 5 with stoppers.
Second, fix the outer edge cells of the spiral and simply rotate the
central pole in clockwise or anticlockwise direction to move the
magnet cells closer or further away from the center (Figure 6 (d)).
Pull Pole to Reshape. Beyond rotating the center pole, if the
edge cells are fixed, an end user can also pull up the pole. This
would be equivalent to pulling apart the edge cells but in a slanted
plane (Figure 6(e)). The displacement can then be predicted with
respect to the slanted plane. While more complicated topologies
and placements of the central pole may be possible, these simpler
topologies can serve as building blocks.

4 DESIGN OF RECONFIGURABLE
INTERFACES BY SHAPE CHANGE AND
EMBEDDED MAGNETS

In order to design complete interfaces utilizing the working princi-
ple of the primitive, we propose a design space of options available
to designers. Our proposed design space includes ways to control
the displacement of embedded magnets through shape change, op-
tions for topologies, support for end users to reconfigure the inter-
faces easily, and the available interface properties that can be recon-
figured. We now describe how the interfaces can be reconfigured
and what properties are affected. We demonstrate accompanying
applications to elaborate on the use context.

4.1 Reconfiguration of Interface Properties:
Applications

4.1.1 Haptic Feedback. By moving the magnet cells closer and
further away from the fixed base magnets through vertical and
horizontal displacement, or changing their orientation through an-
gular displacement, the effect of magnetic forces can be affected
resulting in changes in the haptic feedback received. Here we de-
scribe a few ways in which the haptic feedback can be reconfigured.
Figure 8 (a1,a2) shows the use of the square topology and verti-
cal displacement to move the magnet cells closer to the ground.
One application of this vertical displacement is a slider mechanism
(Figure 8 (b1,b2)) with metal nuts fixed in the slider base (can be
replaced with magnets themselves). Depending on the magnet cell’s
vertical displacement closer or further away from the fixed nuts, the
haptic feedback felt from the slider mechanism can be changed. For
detailed evaluation on the correlation between the displacement
and the felt haptic force, refer to Section 5.2.

Figure 8: Vertical displacement of the magnet cells moves
magnets closer to the slider base (a1,a2) increasing the feed-
back felt while moving the slider from a continuous motion
with minimal feedback to discrete stepped feedback (b1,b2).
Communicating Sliding Door Haptic feedback can be a subtle
technique of communicating information. For example, if a user is
conducting an important zoom call in a common workspace where
multiple people are expected to show up, the user can adjust the
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haptic feedback of the sliding door indicating that the more force is
needed to open the door, the more important it is to not make noise
or disturb the user while accessing the common space. Similar to
the slider in Figure 8, reconfiguring the sliding mechanism (Figure 9
(a)) to move the embedded magnets closer to the fixed magnets
increases the force feedback (Figure 9 (b)).

Figure 9: Reconfigurable haptic attachment is connected to a
sliding door with fixed magnets on the floor (a,b). Reconfigu-
ration increases the feedback discreteness (d) due to reduced
distance between magnet cells and the fixed magnets (e,f).

Figure 10: Re-orienting the aligned magnets of a rehabilita-
tion device (a,b) reducing force feedback (c,d).

Physical Rehabilitation With Grip Strengthener We design
a rehabilitation device with reconfigurable feedback where based
on a user’s regained grip strength, the doctor or a professional can

increase the feedback force. Such a device can help adapt to chang-
ing user needs as they recover. Figure 10 shows the rehabilitation
device where magnets are fixed to the buttons, and the shape chang-
ing mechanisms behind the buttons house the responding magnets.
This is a direct application of the angular displacement module in
Figure 4 where the primitive topology is used behind each button,
and shape changing the topology results in the displacement of the
embedded magnet. Two states of the device are shown where the
magnets align to provide a counterforce (Figure 10(a,b)), whereas
the responding magnets undergo angular displacement to reduce
their force intensity when the buttons are pressed (Figure 10(c,d)).

Figure 11: Twisting the central pole of the spiral (a) moves
magnet cells close to the center in horizontal displacement (b)
with the fixed base magnets, and changes received feedback.

Furthermore, we can design a rotary switch in a similar fashion
where the rotation of an added center pole can move the magnet
cells closer to the center, displacing them horizontally from the
base magnets (Figure 11). This mechanism uses the spiral topology,
and an added central pole as an end user support for reconfigura-
tion. Twisting the pole results in applying the displacement to the
magnets housed in the spiral, as described earlier.

We can also modify the number of steps felt (resolution) by acti-
vating and de-activatingmagnet cells through angular displacement
(Figure 12). When both magnet cells of the switch using square
topology are in play, a total of 10 steps are felt with using the switch
(Figure 12 (a1,a2)). However, on deactivating one of the magnet
cells, only 5 steps are felt (Figure 12 (b1,b2)).
Reconfigurable Game Controller Utilizing the reconfigurable
haptic feedback to modify the number of felt steps similar to Figure
12, we demonstrate a game controller design. For a fishing game,
the entire rotary motion is important with feedback in the form
of steps to simulate reeling in fish using a fishing rod (Figure 13
(a,b)). However, when playing a racing game, only two steps of
feedback for turning left and right may be needed. In this case, we
can utilize the angular displacement for two of the magnets in the
mechanism, reducing the steps felt from four to two (Figure 13 (c)).
The controller can then be used as a steering wheel using the same
mechanism with a modified handle ((Figure 13 (d)).
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Figure 12: The number of steps felt with two magnets in the
original state of the switch (a1–a2) is reduced by half when
the angular displacement module of the switch twists one
magnet cell, deactivating it (b1–b2).

Figure 13: The fishing rod mechanism has four steps of dis-
crete feedback (a) felt when reeling in fish in complete rota-
tions. Reconfiguration changes the number of steps to two
(c), felt during steering the controller to the left or right (d).

4.1.2 Input Motion Affordances. While we focus on the displace-
ment of the magnet cell, the application of the shape change forces
can result in such an overall shape that it might afford a new input
motion. For example, a square topology switch as show in Figure
14(a) has space between the magnet cells and the ground such that
it can pivot over a center pole for toggle motion. However, on ap-
plication of a vertical displacement we can move the magnet cells
close to the ground constraining the toggle motion, making it more
suitable for a rotary motion Figure 14(b). Depending on the area for
the switch movement and applied constraints such as a top cover
for the mechanism, the rotary motion can also be turned to planar
motion (Figure 14(c)).
Dual-Motion Door-Knob Reconfiguring input interaction type
becomes important when a design needs to cater to different types
of users. Most common door knobs require a rotation/twist input
to open the door. However, if a user has wrist movement issues,

Figure 14: Reconfigured shape change enables reconfiguring
toggle motion (a) to rotary motion (b) to planar motion (c).

Figure 15: Reconfiguring twist motion (a,b) to toggle (c,d),
afforded and constrained by shape change and magnets.

they will have a hard time twisting the door knob. In such a case, a
door knob that can be reconfigured to be toggled open can make
the interaction easy for the user. Such a door knob can hence be
easily designed and printed applying our mechanism as shown in
Figure 15 by reconfiguring a rotation motion (Figure 15 (a,b)) to a
toggle motion (Figure 15 (c,d)).

Similarly, this manipulation of space around the mechanism can
be utilized to reconfigure a push motion to a joystick motion. As
seen from Figure 16, due to the space available inside the cover, it
can be easily used as a push button. We place the fixed magnets in
the cover. The base of the mechanism is parallel to the cover top,
and when pushed, it sits flush with the ground. Due to this shape,
the attraction to magnets in the cover prevent any toggle or joystick
like motion. However, on pulling the center pole away from the
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base if the mechanism(Figure 6(e), a dome-like shape is created and
the mechanism occupies the space in the cover restricting the push
motion. It however can be used as a joystick as the magnets cells
are now reconfigured on a slant, and shifting the joystick enables
specific magnets to align with the fixed magnets in the cover.

Figure 16: Push button motion (a) can be reconfigured to a
toggle or joystick motion (b) by pulling up the center pole.
Supporting Different Users via Affordances Input motion re-
configuration can help when certain functions of the device need
to be made inaccessible for safety. For example, operating a toaster
without knowing the extent of heat applied can be dangerous for
a child without supervision or an elderly person with dementia.
For users who require constrained use of the device, a simple push
button can be pre-programmed with toasting settings (Figure 17(a)).
However, a healthy adult may want full control over the temper-
ature and timer settings and hence we can reconfigure the push
button to a four-way toggle switch to control temperature (Figure
17(b)) and time (Figure 17(c)).

Figure 17: Push interface can activate s pre-programmed set
of steps for toasting (a). Reconfiguration of the mechanism
can enable full control over temperature (b) and timer (c)
settings through a four-way toggle motion.

4.2 Visual Cues to Assist End User
Reconfiguration

A designer of these reconfigurable devices might want the user
to apply a specific level of displacement to the edge cells in the

form of the applied force. Given the type of the application, visual
cues can be added on the fabricated widgets to aid users in specific
reconfiguration. For the three reconfiguration motions in the design
space, the correlation of (1) rotating the center pole, (2) pulling it up,
or (3) pushing or pulling the edge cells apart can be mapped onto a
visual cue. We show an example of what such fabricated widgets
might look like. Depending on the heating technique used, the
materials of the widgets may be modified, for example, if putting
the whole mechanism in hot water, the widget should be made of a
material such as PolyEthylene Terephthalate Glycol (PETG , 𝑇𝑔 =
85°C) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene(ABS, 𝑇𝑔 = 105°C), with
higher𝑇𝑔 than PLA (60°C), so that the widget itself does not deform.

Figure 18: Using rotation widget for reconfiguration through
rotation of center pole

For the reconfiguration motion that requires rotation of the
center pole on heating, a designer can use a dial based on the
amount of reconfiguration required. In Figure 18, we have used a
dial with degrees showing the amount of reconfiguration applied.
Depending on the application, a high-level representation such as
icons of increasing haptic feedback, or low-mid-high strength can
also be used to assist end-user perception of reconfiguration range.

Figure 19: Using pull widget for reconfiguration through
pulling up of center pole

Similarly, for the reconfiguration motion requiring the pulling up
of the center pole after heating the mechanism, the pole can have a
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widget cover indicating the length of the pole pulled up which can
correspond to the expected deformation of the mechanism (Figure
19). Lastly, when pushing edge cells together for reconfiguration, a
push widget that indicates how much the edge cell has been pushed
in can give the user an idea of the expected feedback (Figure 20).
These indicators can be ways of ensuring a specific type/amount of
motion for reconfiguring a predefined amount of feedback. But, it
is always possible for users to decide the amount of reconfiguration
based on personal preferences.

Figure 20: Using push widget for reconfiguration through
pushing edge cells together

5 EVALUATION OF RECONFIGURABLE
INTERFACES

5.1 Understanding Shape Change and
Displacement Relationships

Related work has explored the control parameters of in/out-of-plane
shape change to be hinge angles and their placements [22]. As we
designed the geometry to work with heat-based shape change,
and we are interested in displacement of the magnet cell through
propagation of applied force, we first empirically validated that
joint angles and lengths affect the magnet cell displacement.

To understand the relationships between joint angles and dis-
placement, we printed a range of samples to gauge the relationships
initially assessing parameter impact. We tested these samples by
heating them in hot water and pushing the two edge cells together.
We define joint angle 𝜃 as the angle made by the inner edge of the
joint with respect to the vertical Z axis (refer Figure 2). From these
samples, it was concluded that
• for movement of the magnet cell in the X-Y plane without any
changes in Z axis, the joint angles must be set to 0°.

• for movement of the magnet cell in the Z axis without any
changes in the X-Y plane, the joint angles must be equal

• to twist the magnet cell in the 3D space, the joint angles must be
opposite i.e. subtracted from 180°(for e.g. 45°-135°.)

We also found that varying the joint length for the same joint angle
resulted in different displacements. While the empirical evaluation
unveiled a relationship between the joint angles and type of dis-
placement, to further evaluate the effect of these parameters on the

extent of magnet cell displacement, we conducted physics-based
simulations measuring the displacements.

5.1.1 Apparatus and Procedure. Abaqus/CAE software enables Fi-
nite ElementModeling, visualization of the analyses, and simulating
model states based on material, force, and environment settings.
The software allows to test material-specific responses using PLA
as input, and provided information about its characteristics and the
environment. Given the ability to control the environment temper-
ature and where the activation forces are applied, simulating the
shape change using Abaqus gives close to real life results without
human influence, and hence was chosen as a validation method.
Tensile modulus was set to 3600𝑀𝑃𝑎 following the prior work [30]
for PLA as our chosen shape memory material. Since the glass
transition temperature (𝑇𝑔) of PLA is generally between 60–65°C,
the simulated temperature for triggering shape change was set to
80°C (>𝑇𝑔). Since the amount of force applied by a human may vary,
we simulate the displacement of the edge cells. For simulating the
shape change, we fixed one edge cell and displace the other edge
cell towards the fixed cell in the X-Y plane.

Figure 21: Representative simulations conducted in Abaqus

All angles between 0-180°at an interval of 15°were produced
for testing. Based on the observation from preliminary testing, 12
samples were chosen for simulation (7 samples for equal angles, 5
samples for opposite angles) such that they covered all the combina-
tions of the desired equal and opposite angles (45°-135°combination
of angles is considered same as 135°-45°). The displacements of the
magnet cells along X, Y, and Z axes, as well as the angular displace-
ment were calculated by measuring the vector coordinates at the
magnet cell before and after shape change. Figure 21 shows some
representative simulated shape changed models.

In the second part of the simulations, we also tested the effect
of various joint lengths on the displacement in two contexts, (1)
where 𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 45° for displacement along Z axis, and (2) where
𝜃1 = 45° and 𝜃2 = 135° for angular displacement. Displacements for
joint lengths 5 − 40𝑚𝑚 with intervals of 5𝑚𝑚 were tested.

5.1.2 Results. The evaluation experiments show the relationship
of the joint angles and joint lengths of a primitive with the extent
of displacement which we use in our application examples.
• When 𝜃1 = 𝜃2 ≠ 0° ,
– 𝑣𝑑 increases with increasing 𝜃 (without affecting 𝑎𝑑 ) where
𝜃 < 60° as 𝑎𝑑 is prominent (> 5°) beyond 𝜃 = 60°

– 𝑣𝑑 increases with increasing joint length(𝑙 )
• When 𝜃1 = 180° − 𝜃2, 𝜃1 < 𝜃2 ,
– 𝑎𝑑 increases with increasing 𝜃1(without affecting 𝑣𝑑 ) where
𝜃 < 60° as 𝑣𝑑 is prominent beyond 𝜃 = 60°
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Figure 22: Displacements for (a) constant joint length (l) and increasing 𝜃1 = 𝜃2, (b) constant joint angle (𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 45°) and
increasing joint lengths (l), (c) constant joint length (l) and increasing 𝜃1 = 180° − 𝜃2, (d) constant joint angle (𝜃1 = 45°, 𝜃2 = 135°)
and increasing joint lengths (l).

Figure 22 shows the results of the performed simulation tests.
#1. Increasing equal joint angles show increasing Z axis dis-
placement. Displacement along Z axis in samples with constant
length increases with increase in joint angle (𝜃1 = 𝜃2) returning
to 0mm at 𝜃 = 90° (Figure 22(a)). However, we also see a certain
amount of twisting or angular displacement as the angle increases.
If we wish to control only the Z displacement, keeping the angular
displacement to a minimum would be ideal i.e. in the range of 0-45°.
#2. For constant of equal joint angles, Z axis displacement
can be increased by increasing joint length (l). On testing
samples with 𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 45° with increasing joint lengths (l5-l40),
the Z displacement increased linearly (Figure 22(b)). Hence, beyond
the joint angle, we can increase the Z displacement further by
increasing the joint length.
#3. Increasing opposite joint angles show increasing angular
displacement As seen from Figure 22(c), angular displacement
increases with increase in 𝜃1. But beyond 𝜃1 = 45° (𝜃2 = 180 −
𝜃1 = 135°), the graph shows an increase in Z displacement as well.
Ideally if we only want to affect twisting, we would require the Z
displacement to be negligible. Hence, we recommend joint angles
to be used up to 𝜃1 = 45°.
#4. For constant opposite joint angles, angular displacement
reaches a maxima with increasing joint lengths (l). As seen
from Figure 22(d), while we see negligible Z displacement for in-
creasing joint lengths (l5-l40), the angular displacement does not
increase linearly, saturating at about 62°.

5.2 Understanding the Effect on Magnets
We validate the changes in the magnetic forces when the magnet
cell is displaced by shape change. To test the effect of spatial dis-
placement of magnets within themagnet cells with respect to a fixed
magnet directly below them, wemeasured the force-distance curves
for different edge cell displacements by constructing a rig. We used
a dual-range force sensor coupled with a linear potentiometer to
measure the distance between themagnet cell and the starting point.
The force sensor pushes and pulls a 3D printed mechanism sample
(square topology of the primitive geometry) hosting two magnets,
along a rail with fixed magnets. Considering the maximum shape
change to be 0𝑚𝑚 distance between edge cells, we tested distances
of 3.33𝑚𝑚, 6.66𝑚𝑚, and 10𝑚𝑚 (no shape change). Figure 23 shows
the tested samples, and the force-distance curves obtained. The Y

axis shows the distance between the magnet cell and the starting
point of the linear motion. The force-distance curve visualizes the
haptic feedback during the relative movement of magnets. Since we
used the attracting magnets, when magnets approach each other,
the pulling force increases (negative value) reaching the minimal
value; when magnets move away from each other, the pulling force
increases (positive value) until it reaches the maximal value. From
the four force-distance curves of edge cell displacement, we can
observe a clear difference in both maximum and minimum force
values for each curve, where the 0𝑚𝑚 displacement has the highest
difference, and 10𝑚𝑚 has the smallest.

We measured the force-rotation curve for different horizontal
displacements based on the spiral topology (Figure 6). We used the
same dual-range force sensor coupled with a rotary potentiome-
ter. The force sensor pushed a 3D-printed spiral topology sample
hosting four magnets, along a round base with four embedded mag-
nets. Considering the maximum shape change to be 135°rotation of
the center pole, we tested other angles of 90°, 45°, and 0°(no shape
change) as shown in Figure 23(b). The force-rotation curve visual-
ized the haptic feedback during the relative movement of magnets.
We can observe a clear difference in both maximum and minimum
force values for each curve, where the 0°sample has the highest
pulling force during the rotation motion of the sample, while the
135°rotated sample has the smallest. The Y axis on the graph shows
the angle between the magnet cell and the starting position.

We also measured the force-rotation curve for angular displace-
ments based on the square topology (Figure 12), visualizing the
steps felt (resolution) during the relative movement of magnets.
In the force curve of the switch where both magnet cells are in
play, we can observe five times the peak and valley during the 180-
degree rotation. While in the force curve of the switch where one
of the magnet cells is deactivated, we can only observe two and a
half times the peak and valley during the 180-degree rotation. The
force–displacement/rotation curves showcase the different levels
of resistance felt based on the applied amount of reconfiguration
which can be utilized in applications such as the grip strengthener.
The force is proportional to the displacement of the magnet cell
from its original position. Hence, on scaling up the device geometry
and using a proportionally larger magnet, the relationship between
the feedback felt with the displacement of magnet cell from its
original position should stay intact.
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Figure 23: The force-distance/rotation curves obtained at various edge cell distances (a – top), reconfiguration angle (b – top)
show that the force is proportional to the magnet cell’s displacement. Changes in steps felt before and after de-activating a
magnet cell (c– top). (a,b,c – bottom) show the corresponding samples used for measurement.

5.3 Repeatability: Recovery Testing

Figure 24: Recovery test over 4 cycles (first=initial) and shape
memory recovery of primitive with 0°joint angles.

Figure 25: Recovery test over 4 cycles (first=initial) and shape
memory recovery of primitive with 45°- 45°joint angles.

As the forces are applied manually and the recovery expected
is through shape memory, we also test the devices’ sustainment
through multiple cycles of reconfiguration. As studied in the prior
work, "with decreasing deformation temperature and increasing re-
covery temperature, both the shape-recovery ratio and the maximum
shape-recovery rate of the PLA samples increased", 90% recovery
could be obtained [34]. Recovery ratio depends on the tempera-
ture at which the material is heated. As recovery attainable by 3D
printed PLA has been previously investigated, we test on two sets
of three primitive samples, at 2 joint lengths (15mm, 25mm), and 3
joint angle combinations (0°–0°, 45°–45°, and 45°–135°) to show that
our mechanisms conform to the principle. Each primitive sample
was heated, reconfigured by pushing edge cells together, cooled

down, and then reheated for recovery for four cycles. As Figures 24–
26 show, the recovered shape is not exactly the same as the initial
printed shape, however, the difference is minimal.

Figure 26: Recovery test over 4 cycles (first=initial) and shape
memory recovery of primitive with 45°- 135°joint angles.

6 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE
WORK

6.1 Human Intervention in Reconfigurable
Interfaces

Our techniques require human intervention in the form of activa-
tion forces. We believe that this level of intervention may benefit
humans by giving them the full power to customize the reconfig-
uration to their need. Reconfiguration is context and preference
driven. Just as a musical instrument is tuned to the preference and
requirement of a musician, or a replaceable shelf is moved by a
shorter person to be able to reach the top, reconfiguration of inter-
faces is dependent on the human using them and that makes human
intervention necessary to an extent. Our presented applications
reiterate the contextual nature of reconfiguration where it may
be needed based on humans’ ability, need for communication in
specific situations, safety, or simply a game’s user experience.
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6.2 Promoting Embodied Interaction with
Physical Interfaces

While digital interfaces are overshadowing tangible interfaces in
recent times, we cannot discount the use of tangibility when it
comes to multi-modal interactions. When users’ visual capabilities
are contextually impaired, for example, while driving, or while
being immersed in a VR environment, tangible and haptic inter-
faces provide the much needed information for both safety and
embodied experience. We see the potential of haptic feedback and
tactility in addressing accessibility concerns with visual or physical
impairments (Figure 15), complementing digital interfaces, for reha-
bilitation devices as shown in Figure 10), as well as for development
of fine motor skills.

6.3 Other shape changing mechanisms
We only focus on manual shape change and recovery using shape
memory in this work. While programmable shape change allows
self-assembly to a pre-programmed shape when the printed artifact
is triggered by heat, this technique utilizes the conflicting forces
of shrinking caused by stresses released by the polymer in the
direction of printed lines. Such artifacts cannot be “unshrunk” even
after re-heating. Hence, the changes in the size would need to be
accounted for in the design especially when embedding external
objects such as magnets.

6.4 Further Evaluation and Design Assistance
We evaluated the relationship of joint angle and joint length with
the displacement of the magnet cell. There are further geometric
parameters such as the angle between joints and the joint thickness
contributing to the extent of displacement and speed of recovery,
and need to be evaluated. The relationship between different param-
eters can help in making design decisions for example, where higher
displacement may be needed in constrained spatial conditions, or
where vertical displacement might not be feasible and angular dis-
placement might be the solution. The mechanisms created in this
work mostly are in 3𝑚𝑚𝑥3𝑚𝑚 or 6𝑚𝑚𝑥3𝑚𝑚 neodymium magnets.
For higher magnetic forces and in larger devices, stronger mag-
nets might be necessary. The relationship of these parameters can
be utilized in an editor for assisting designers in creating similar
mechanisms with input on the type of behavior expected.

7 CONCLUSION
Wepresent reconfigurable interfaces, leveraging the shape-changing
capabilities of 3D printed PLA and embedded magnets. Using dis-
placement of embedded magnets when triggered by shape change,
various applications demonstrate changing haptic feedback, and
reconfigurable input motion to afford different interactions. We con-
tribute techniques to create reconfigurable interfaces where added
efforts in part replacement or refabrication can be circumvented.
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